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Paris Approves Plan to
Transform Champs-Élysées Into
Urban Oasis After 2024
Olympics
The renovation will cost over $300 million.
BY CAILEY RIZZO
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Paris will transform its famous Champs-Élysées into an "extraordinary garden"
after the 2024 Olympics, in an attempt to bring locals back to what has become
a crowded tourist attraction.
Over the weekend, Mayor Anne Hidalgo approved a $304 million (€250 million)
plan, meant to bring the Champs-Élysées back to its intended purpose in the
city: as a place of relaxation, The Guardian reported.
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A major component of the renovation is greatly reducing the amount of vehicle
traQc on the Champs-Élysées. The plan — by architect Philippe Chiambaretta
and his Srm PCA-Stream —will see the lanes of car traQc cut down and
reclaimed by pedestrian space, with lots of new greenery planted.
A video rendering of the plan can be found here.
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The Place de la Concorde, at one end of the Champs-Élysées, will be
transformed before the 2024 Olympic Games while the rest of the project will
proceed following the Olympics.
"We want the Champs-Élysées to remain a centre of attraction in the world, we
want tourists to keep coming but we want the Parisians who used to come here
100 years ago to come back," Jean-Noël Reinhardt, president of the ChampsÉlysées committee told The Guardian in 2019, when the plan was originally
presented to City Hall.
Over the last 30 years, the street has fallen into disrepair, the Champs-Élysées
committee says. Between the expensive cafes and designer clothing stores, the
cobblestones of the Champs-Élysées are starting to push up from the ground.
The street is more polluted than Paris's busiest highways and pavements are
cracking.
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Hidalgo told Le Journal du Dimanche that the project is one of several that will
transform the city "before and after 2024", including a project to turn the area
around the Eiffel Tower into "an extraordinary park."
The Champs-Élysées has existed in Paris since the days of King Louis XIV. The
gardens were laid out in 1667, although the avenue wasn't given its name
(meaning "Elysian Fields" of Greek mythology) until 1709. By the end of that
century, it had become a popular destination for Parisians to walk and picnic.
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Famously, Parisians came out to the Champs-Élysées in 1944 to celebrate the
end of the city's German occupation. Today, celebrations like World Cup wins
and Bastille Day parades still bring out revelers, but the avenue has transformed
into a shopping destination for tourists, largely avoided by locals.
Cailey Rizzo is a contributing writer for Travel + Leisure, currently based in
Brooklyn. You can Dnd her on Twitter, Instagram, or at caileyrizzo.com.
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How to Spend a Perfect Day on
Rome’s Best Street
Here’s why Via del Governo Vecchio is Rome’s best street.
BY ELIZABETH HEATH
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When things in Italy return to some semblance of “normal,” I know straight
where I’m headed — to Via del Governo Vecchio in Rome. The “street of the old
government” per translation — in reference to the former papal government
oQce at No. 39 — offers the best of Rome squeezed into just 450 meters (about
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a third of a mile), a few steps from Piazza Navona. With well-curated vintage
shops, lively aperitivo bars, and some of the city’s best pizza and gelato spots,
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Via del Governo Vecchio is a splendid little stretch along which to slow down for
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a few hours and take a break from the Eternal City’s sightseeing circuit, which
can feel a tad obligatory, even on the best of days.
Start in the afternoon, around 4 p.m., with visits to a trio of high-quality vintage
stores. At Omero e Cecilia, step into a 1970s Warhol-esque time warp, with
sharp-eyed merchants who know the value of every nowy skirt, leather satchel,
and Balenciaga jacket crammed into their little hole-in-the-wall shop. There’s
even more of a Mad Hatter feel at Michele Abiti Usati, where the merchandise is
stacked chockablock up and down every square meter. It’s great fun to
rummage for that handbag, jacket, or minidress you never knew you needed.
Things are a little more orderly at Cinzia Vestiti Usati, where an eclectic
collection is especially strong on accessories — and bargains. If your taste runs
more literary than sartorial, skip the vintage shops and head to Otherwise, an
English-language bookshop with a diverse selection of titles. Across the street,
its parent store, Altroquando, features books in Italian, a gallery space, and,
marvelously, a pub in the basement.
Related: 10 Places Where Italians Travel in Italy, According to a Local
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Your retail yearnings satisSed, it’s getting on to the best hour of the day in Italy —
aperitivo time. The early evening drinks and nibbles ritual is a national institution
— much like happy hour, but without the impetus to pound two-for-one cocktails
before the clock runs out. On Via del Governo Vecchio, aperitivo crowds spill out
onto sidewalk tables, one of which you’ve hopefully been quick enough to grab.
Wine bar of wine bars Cul de Sac is a favorite, with 1,500 vintages available,
served by a friendly, informed staff. It’s located at Piazza di Pasquino, at the
bottom of Governo Vecchio. We also like Enoteca Il Piccolo, a cozy and
unpretentious bar with ringside seats on the via.
Both of these places — and plenty of others on the street — serve dinner, but
there’s a good reason to just stick to drinks and snacks. And it involves pizza.
Many a gauntlet has been thrown down over who makes the best pizza in Rome.
But if the line stretching around the block is any indication, we’ll happily settle on
Pizzeria Da Baffetto. This old-school, no-frills pizzeria is as stereotypical at it
comes — walls lined with photos of celebrities who’ve dined here, delicious,
cheap, wafer-thin pizzas sliding in and out of a wood-Sred oven, and a frazzled
staff racing to take orders and sling pies to customers crowded around tiny
wooden tables. Reserve a table in advance, if you can. If not, the line moves
quickly.
Related: 10 Common Mistakes Travelers Make in Italy — and How to Avoid
Them
Next door, another line stretches out the door — this one for dessert. Frigidarium
consistently ranks as one of the top gelaterias in Rome, and a scoop or two of
their artisanal gelato makes the perfect nightcap to an afternoon and evening
spent on one of the most satisfying streets in Rome. If you love Via del Governo
Vecchio so much you want to wake up there in the morning, boutique, all-suites
hotel G-Rough can oblige with art-Slled rooms and public spaces, all furnished
with exquisite mid-century Italian pieces.
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